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Sale Bongs Rigs Vaporizers Pipes Roll Shop CBD Deals Gifts Monthly Box The Boundless CF is, among other things, easy to use. It has simple controls, a flexible charging style and it's easy to know when you're drawing too fast. Our quickstart will take you from unboxing to the end of your first session. What's in the
Boundless CF Vaporizer USB Charging Cable Concentrate pod box with organic cotton Three stainless steel screens Cleaning brush Manual packaging tool Charging Before doing anything else, you'll want to fully charge the Boundless CF. This will take two to two and a half hours, and will charge faster with a wall
adapter than it will connect to a computer. The light will be red while charging, and will turn green when charged. Controls To turn on the Boundless CF, press the power button five times quickly. It will immediately start to heat to the last temperature used. Press the button twice quickly to change the temperature, or
three times quickly to display the current battery level. You can turn it off by pressing the power button five times or waiting five minutes for it to turn off on its own. Burnoff It's a good idea to run a burn cycle to make sure there's no manufacturing or shipping waste left. Turn on the nozzle, then turn the fire to level 5. Let it
run on its own, with nothing in the oven, until it turns off on its own. Repeat this process three to five times, or until there are no strange odors left. Setting Rotate the nozzle 90 degrees counterclockwise and then lift to expose the oven. We recommend grinding your herb to an average consistency, such as cracked
pepper, but Boundless CF is quite flexible. Fill the camera with slack, then gently tighten it down, so it doesn't tighten too tightly. Start setting three, which is 385 or F, for your first session, and once you reach the temperature, pull with a light to medium extraction speed. If you start feeling stamina, back up a little bit. You
may need to remove a couple of times during an oven for a full extraction. Finish When you're done, be sure to immediately overturn the oven. Brush the nozzle screen and inside the oven so that no residue can accumulate over time. If your Boundless CF doesn't smell so fresh, our cleaning and maintenance guide can
help you make it look brand new. The Boundless CF combines ergonomic style with hybrid convection/conduction heating technology to enable comfortable and efficient user extractions. With a fully insulated air path that provides the most complete flavor of your herbs and at the same time cools the air to eliminate any
irritation caused by combustion smoke. 30% OFF dry herbal vaporizers! The sale ends 11/30! *Discount applied to cart! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Table of contents 13 I knew I liked smoking marijuana, but my lungs sure did not. Years ago my friend lent me his vape... was a small wooden box with a heating element. It
actually worked, the grass turned brown I blew up some steam. I didn't do anything for me. So I said vaping isn't for me. My lungs encouraged me to quit all together or retry vaping. If you are given the option of between a $400 steam box or quit smoking - I would stop smoking. Tight money. Then I saw an ad for this
guy... No limits whatever. I'm not sure which model I bought. I love it! For the price i feel i made the right decision. I don't care how much better the best vape can be - these things will probably get terribly dirty pretty fast and the wear and tear will be excessive. I'd rather buy another Boundless in like two years rather than
try to prolong the life of a more expensive vaping. At the end of the day - it is a battery, heating element and camera. Anything with screens and do-dads and tricks is just subtract from its original purpose and has more potential points of failure. In fact, stop reading this review. Just ask for the damn vape and go do
something productive with your life while you wait for it to arrive in the mail. Mail.
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